
More from the Core . . . and Elsewhere 
Idgroup’s Boondoggle in USM Grew Almost without Bound 

 
Documents surrounding Pensacola-based public relations and consulting firm Idgroup and USM continue 
to emerge.  This report adds to that by presenting new documents involving USM student and 
Mississippi taxpayer funds sent south by former USM president Martha Saunders to Mona Amodeo, the 
long-time associate of Saunders and head of Idgroup.  Some of these documents, such as the invoice 
below, relate to the fall 2007 Core Dialogues that formed the basis of Saunders’ strategic vision for 
USM and that were facilitated by Amodeo’s Idgroup. 

 

 
 
The invoice above relates to materials and services purchased by Idgroup on behalf of USM, including 
plane fare, banners, and other Core Dialogues workshop materials.  These were invoiced in the amount 
of $1,391.92.  Receipts for these are inserted below. 
 



    
 

    
 



    
 

 
 
The receipts above indicate that a facilitator was flown to Pensacola from the Northeast, at a cost of 
almost $500, and that $250 was spent by USM on personalized M&M candies.  Next, the invoice below 
reflects another $1,463.08 in Core Dialogues expenses, which in this case are folders and name 
badges. 



 
 
The next insert, shown at the top of the following page, totaled $3,670 and covered costs for studio 
use, original music and editing.  The receipts for these, which increase our current total (in this report) 
to $6,525, are inserted here: 
 

   



 
 
Moving away from the fall 2007 Core Dialogues process, the next insert is a very recent invoice – from 
spring 2012 – that relates to a commercial for class beginnings at USMGC. 
 

 
 
At a cost of $4,000, Idgroup renewed some musical licenses and edited some radio and television spots 
for USM relating to times for new semesters at USMGC.  With this expense, the total for this report 
rises to $10,525. 



 

 
 
The invoice above provides further indication as to how much Idgroup enjoyed shooting commercials 
for USM.  This one from the spring of 2009 shows that Idgroup billed USM for $4,187 for one shoot 
involving air fare, photography, digital capture and a make-up artist (and more).  With it, the total in 
this report rises to $14,712.  Next, the invoice at the top of the next page, one for $2,473.60, covers 
expenses related to a spring 2009 photography shoot of Jerry St. Pe, an individual who was awarded an 
honorary degree from USMGC.  The project plan for this shoot is described just below: 
 

 



 
 
The St. Pe shoot raises the total found here to $17,185.60.   
 

  



Not all projects initiated by Idgroup for USM broke the proverbial bank.  The invoice above totals 
$349.99 and covers development costs for a print ad USM purchased from U.S. News & World Report in 
the summer of 2009.  The project involved producing an image of a scuba diver and some text about 
USM’s research endeavors.  W ith this, our new total is $17,535.59.  Another such example is a 
$303.02 charge from Idgroup for a web team meeting in Jan-2010 at the Hilton Garden Inn (see 
below).  This raises our total to $17,838.61. 
 

 
 
Still, most projects with Saunders and Amodeo involved large sums, like the $7,356 invoice below from 
Dec-2009 for student recruitment/alumni relations brand videos (shooting, editing, hair & make-up), 
$4,356 of which was paid at that time.  Now this report’s total climbs to $25,194.61. 
 

 
 



Long-time followers of USM will recall that a number of website changes occurred during Saunders’ 
presidency.  These were, according to documents received by USMNEWS.net, done by Idgroup.  The 
April-2010 invoice below shows that Idgroup billed USM $6,763 for some of this work.  
 

 
 
Supporting documents for this website work are inserted here: 
 

    
 
The website work pumps up our total to $31,957.61.  To close this report out, the recent Special 
Report entitled “Cutting to the Core . . . Dialogues” provided an up-to-date total for Idgroup’s 
boondoggle of $682,826.  When added to this report’s total of $31,958, that boondoggle is now up to 
the jaw-dropping sum of $714,784.  

http://www.usmnews.net/Special%20Report%20Cutting%20to%20the%20Core%20%20Dialogues.pdf

